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Abstract
Airbnb has launched in Chinese market since 2015, 7 years after Airbnb has been found in United
States. Airbnb used Airbnb China in Chinese market among with its Chinese name “Aibilin”.
Airbnb works very well in many markets and has been defined as disruptive innovation by scholars,
Guddentage is the most popular one among others. Since Airbnb has such strong impact on the
hotel industry in other markets, how could it act in Chinese market? So this research is setting to
explore the Airbnb’s impact on the hotels in Beijing through the perspectives of hotel managers in
Beijing.

By conducting a case study, and doing semistructured interviews with six hotel managers in Beijing,
there are four elements have emerged which can mainly affect the competition of Airbnb China with
hotels in Beijing: Destination of Beijing; level of service; Security; Attribute of location. By
analyzing these four themes with the disruptive innovation theory, the research question has been
well answered.

As this research has explored the Airbnb’s impact only through the perspectives of the hotel
managers in Beijing, it would be beneficial to carry out further studies from different perspectives
for getting a full understanding on the impacts from Airbnb China towards hotels in Beijing.

Key words: Airbnb, Airbnb China, The sharing economy, Beijing, Hotel
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1. Introduction
In 2015, Airbnb entered Chinese marketed 7 years after it was founded in America by two
university graduates in San Francisco (Airbnb, 2016). Before Airbnb entered Chinese market, it has
already became a very popular sharing economy of accommodation in many countries. From 2008
when this sharing accommodation platform has been founded, this company has made a dramatic
increasing growth, the form below shows the numbers of nights that Airbnb sold and the time for
reaching that number:

number of booked-nights from Airbnb

by date

0

August 2008

1 million

February 2011

2 millions

June 2011

5 millions

January 2012

10 millions

June 2012

Figure 1: The numbers of booked-nights from Airbnb (Airbnb, 2011, 2012).

By now, 4 million accommodations on Airbnb’s list, covering 65,000 cities in the world in more
than 191 countries, and over 300 million Airbnb guests listed on Airbnb’s website (Airbnb, 2016).
With its rapid growth these years, the issue comes into question that whether Airbnb has posed a
threat to the traditional industry of accommodation. Guttentage stated in 2013, “Airbnb’s rise is of
great significance for the traditional tourism accommodation sector.”

There are researchers working on Airbnb over these years, and many scholars assess the business
model of Airbnb as a disruptive innovation, since Airbnb grows up from a small scale business with
targeting on a limited customer segment to a noteworthy new company through using internet
creating a new business model and competing with the incumbents (Christensen, Raynor, &
Mcdonald, 2015; Guttentag, 2013; Guttentag, 2015; John Madeley, 2011). The disruptive
innovation theory has been first described by Harvard business school professor Clayton M.
Christensen and his co-worker Joseph L. Bower in 1996 in the article Disruptive Technologies:
catching the wave (Joseph L. Bower &amp; Clayton M. Christensen, 1996). Later on, this theory
has been refined and coined by Harvard business school in the article What is disruptive
innovation? (Christensen, Raynor, &amp; Mcdonald, 2015) The theory of disruptive innovation
1
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described a business model in which the new products appeal to the low-end of the market with
their inferior service or create a new market, this market is limited in size and profit margins, so the
incumbents will usually ignore them as they are targeting different group of customers.
Nonetheless, the new players improve their products and climb up for appealing to the mainstream
customers with more profit which will eventually attract the attention from the leading companies,
but at that moment the new companies can be too entrenched for the incumbents to compete. This
theory has attracted considerable attentions over the years and has been valued in the business field.
Especially with the fast growing sharing economy and the technology, this theory becomes popular,
and can be much important to entrepreneurs (Christensen, Raynor, &amp; Mcdonald, 2015). This
theory can be a very useful tool for researchers to investigate the impacts of Airbnb on traditional
accommodation sector (Guttentag, 2015).

However, Airbnb is an American company and developed under the Western world in these years,
with reporting approximately 40% of its guests are Americans and the majority of the rest are
Europeans (Airbnb, 2012), so how Airbnb acts and impacts on the tradition hotel industry in
Beijing, is interesting to know since Airbnb has already entered China for around three years since
2015. Based on the fact that the market in Beijing is different from that of the western world, how
Airbnb acts in this specific market are worthy to be uncovered. The disruptive innovation theory will
be used as a framework for this research applying on the case of Beijing, China.

2. Problem Formulation
How does Airbnb China impact the hotels in Beijing?

This research is a case study on how Airbnb impacts the hotels in Beijing from the hotel managers
perspectives. Choosing Airbnb as the topic based on its strong impact and success on a global view
and researcher’s personal interest on this company. By doing interviews with the selected hotels’
managers for understanding their views and attitudes towards Airbnb China to unveil whether
Airbnb poses threat to the hotel industry in Beijing and how Airbnb impact them. The view and
attitudes can also imply that whether Airbnb China has the potential to be a disruptive innovation in
Beijing. According to the disruptive innovation theory, a potential innovative disruptor will often be
ignored by the incumbents in the market, because of their inferior service and limited market
occupancy as the disruptive innovation theory explains. While this does not mean that any ignored
2
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new comers in the market is a disruptor. When the hotel managers ignore Airbnb China, it can either
because Airbnb has limited popularity in Beijing and may fail to win bigger market, or because
Airbnb China in Beijing is acting as an innovative disruptor as it is in western countries but only at
its initial steps of growth in Beijing. The disruptive innovation theory mentioned that just because
the new comers avoid the direct competition with the incumbent, so they enter a market from the
low-end market where is a blind area for incumbents to care.And the ignorance from the
competitive incumbents offers the time and space for these new players to grow in this market and
improving their products for appealing to the mainstream market. So the key for this theory is to
catch the attention from the incumbents for keeping aware of these potential disruptors in the
market before it is too late (Christensen, Raynor, &amp; Mcdonald, 2015). So it would be essential
to have an idea about whether the new companies are acting on the process of the disruptor business
model which may imply a further threat in the future that the industry may face. The fact of how
Airbnb entered and developed and finally be a strong competitor to the traditional hotel industry in
most western countries (Tham, 2016), makes this research be interesting which is setting to find out
how Airbnb is acting and what is the attitudes of the hotels towards Airbnb to discover what is the
impact of Airbnb in Beijing.

3. Methodology
In this chapter the philosophic position of this research will be elaborated, followed by the
introduction of the research design and methods used in this study. Then an outline of methods for
data collection and data analyses will be described.

3.1 Research paradigm, ontological and epistemological consideration
In this research, constructivism paradigm supports this entire frameworks to carry out which beliefs
that the society has been constantly constructed and reconstructed by the social actors (Bryman,
2012). Since the research question is to understand the impacts from Airbnb towards hotels in
Beijing through the perspectives of hotels’ managers, and the attitudes of the hotel managers will
influence the strategies them may apply which will change the position reality of the hotels in the
market, so choosing constructivism is a natural choice in this case. Chalmers defines a research
paradigm as “ made up of the general theoretical assumptions and laws, and techniques for their
application that the members of a particular scientific community adopt ” (Chalmers, 1982). A
paradigm is a comprehensive belief system, world view or framework which guide the entire
3
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research to practice (Jerry Willis, 2007). At the fundamental level of a paradigm there are a number
of assumptions about basic issues relate to epistemology and ontology. As stated by Willis (2007), it
is essential for researchers to take them into consideration, as each level influences and is
influenced by all the other levels.
Epistemology concerns the question about what should be the acceptable knowledge in a discipline,
and one of the core issue is whether social sciences and natural sciences should or can use the same
principles, procedures and ethos to do research. There are two main epistemological positions:
positivism and interpretivism. The constructivism paradigm that the epistemology is derived from is
best explored through an interpretivism which emphasizes that the subject matter of social sciencesthe people and their institutions-is different from that of the natural sciences. The study of the social
world should use different principles and logics from the study of natural sciences (Bryman, 2012).
In this project, the aim is to get the views and attitudes that hotel managers have toward Airbnb,
deep understanding being required. The perspectives from participants have been interpreted by the
researchers, so researchers themselves perspectives and understanding will also effect the results of
the research. So the epistemological position of this research is exactly the interpretivism which
getting to know human being’s behavior instead of doing quantitative measuring.

Ontological position is concerning about the nature of social entities which means the question
about whether the social entities are objective exist or have been constructed and built up from
perceptions and actions of social actors (Bryman, 2012). This research has been conducted based on
the belief of people’s views and attitudes can changed the reality, that the reason for doing
interviews to get the perspectives from hotel managers. The core of the disruptive innovation theory
is also based on this belief. So the ontological position for this project is constructionism which
stresses social phenomena and their meanings are continually be accomplished by social actors
(Bryman, 2012).

3.2 Research design
Airbnb as a company located all around the world, and has compete with hotels in many countries
and cities, while in this research, the impact on the hotels in Beijing is the aim to find out. So case
study has been chosen as the most appropriate research design method, since in case study, the case
can be a program, an event, a process, a person, or a social group (Merriam, 1988), and this project
is setting to discover the impacts of Airbnb in the city of Beijing. The basic case study requires the
detailed and intensive analysis of a single case (Bryman, 2012).As Stake (1995) states a case study
4
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is doing research on a complexity and particular nature of case. The case is the object of interest in
its own right interesting, and the researchers aim to get deep understanding of it (Bryman, 2012).
Among with the advantages: allowing researchers to gain rich and detailed data on a specific case;
case study can be conducted without any predetermined hypotheses and goals, case study has
become one of the most used and also criticized forms of social science research (Willis, 2007). In
this case, this research is set to gain the deep knowledge of the impacts towards the hotels in Beijing
from Airbnb. And in the later chapter the specific methods which used for answering research
question will be elaborated.

3.3 Method
According to the nature of this research question, understanding how Airbnb impacts the hotel
industry in Beijing since it has launched from 2015, and mainly working on gaining views and ideas
related to this research question from the recent hotel managers, qualitative method is the most
suitable one.
The world “qualitative” implies the importance on the quality of entities and the meanings instead
of doing experimental measurement in terms of quantity. In qualitative research, the value-laden
nature of inquiry has been emphasized (Denzin &amp; Lincoln, 2018). “most obviously, qualitative
research tend to be concerned with words rather than numbers” (Bryman, 2012).

As Airbnb and sharing economy is new phenomenon in the world and China, so this research is
designed to leave rooms for the unanticipated findings and conclusions. During qualitative research
process, researchers are allowed to make some hypothesis, but them are not to setting out to test any
particular theory and hypothesis. So in terms of the relationship of theory and research, the
inductive approach has been taken in this case.

3.4 Data collection methods (semistructured interviews)
Since this research get the views and attitudes from the hotel managers in Beijing, “ The interview
is probably the most widely employed method in qualitative research.” (Bryman, 2012) So in this
research, semistructured interview has been conducted. For choosing semistructured interview
based on the goal for doing interviews to get the opinions from hotel managers, and the ideas which
are out of anticipant are expected during interviews, and the construction of semistructured
interview enables this. Semistructured interview together with unstructured interview has been
called qualitative interviews. In semistructured interview, there is a list of questions or fairly
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specific topics for remind the researchers to cover during interview, but no necessarily to ask
questions completely according to this list, and this will be explained in detail in the next chapter.
This flexibility character emphasizes the nature of qualitative interview is much greater interested in
the interviewee’s views, while quantitative interview design is more care about the researchers
concerns. “Rambling” or going off at tangents is often encouraged in qualitative interviews, as this
gives the opportunities to show what the interviewees think relevant and important (Bryman, 2012).
And all these characters of semistructured interview fits the research and the way to figure out how
to answer the research question.

3.4.1 Interview guide
Typically, the interviewer has a paper-based interview guide to follow during interviews (Cohen
&amp; Crabtree, 2016). Interview guide can make sure the questions relevant to the research
problem can be covered during the interview which acting as a reminder. The questions listed below
are just a guide line which is not necessarily be asked in order or to every participants, as some
questions have already been answered in the replies to other questions by the managers. And as the
semi-structured interview has been conducted in this research, so the interview guide does not
include all the questions which has been asked in each interview. The first three questions are
setting to know the segment that the hotels catering to and the situation that the hotel industry in
Beijing in general. The following three questions are setting to uncover what the managers feel
about the presence of Airbnb. Followed by the questions for digging the views of the hotel
managers towards Airbnb’s impacts on them. As all the interviews have been conducted by Chinese,
the Chinese version of each question followed by.
1. Who are your target customers?
2. Who are the typical customers of your hotel?
3. How you gain your customers?
4. How difficult do you think to run a hotel in Beijng at this moment?

6
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5. How much you know about Airbnb or other sharing economy of accommodation platforms in
China?

Airbnb

6. Have you aware this new type of accommodation shows up in Chinese market?

7. How do you feel about Airbnb or the sharing economy platform of accommodation?

8. Do you think the sharing economy platforms of accommodation like Airbnb are appealing to the
same customer group as hotels?

Airbnb

9. Do you think the sharing economy platforms of accommodation will change the expectation of
customers and then influence the hotel’s performances?

10. Have you feel any impact from Airbnb since it has launched in China?

Airbnb

11. Will you consider Airbnb as a competitor when implementing strategies for your hotel? Or have
you already made some strategies?

12. Do you think that Airbnb or other sharing economy platform of accommodation can stay in
Beijing?

Airbnb

13. How do you see the development of Airbnb and other sharing economy platforms for
accommodation in Beijing for the next few years from now on ?

Airbnb

14. Do you think that the hotels will lose their customers and be replaced in the future?

7
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Airbnb

16. What can be the advantages and disadvantages that hotel has comparing to the sharing
economy platform?
17. Is there anything that you would like to add?

3.5 Data collection
The data of this research has been collected from the end of March to the middle of April of 2018 in
Beijing, China. During this data collection trip, the processes of finding hotels, making
appointments with hotel managers, having interviews have been finished with conducting six
interviews and gaining five interview recordings, as one of the hotel managers refused to be
recorded, but his views and thoughts has been written down during the interview and immediately
after the interview. The website www.qunar.com has been used for finding participants, since this
website is one of the most popular trip service website where people book flights and hotels mostly
in China. The criteria of the participants for this project is the managers of hotel in Beijing, and on
this website using filter can easily find out almost all the hotels in Beijing. When Beijing has been
chosen as the only limitation for filtering, there comes with a list of hotels in Beijing with randomly
ranked. The first six hotels on the list have been chosen to make phone call for making interview
appointment. Once there is a refuse from one hotel, the next one after the first six position will be
chosen. During this step, more than ten hotels have been contacted by phone and visited personally.

Before recording for every interviews, the promise of keeping them anonymous has been made. So
in this research, the hotel managers will be referred as hotel A, B, C, D, E and F.
A brief introduction about the selected hotels has been made in the form below. There is one thing
need to be mentioned that on the website of qunar.com them divide the hotels into four different
categories according to the services offered and the market position they posted, with the ranking
upward order: economical hotels, comfortable hotels, hight level hotels and Luxury hotels. The
form below shows the six hotels of this research:

8
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No. of
Hotel

The situation of the hotel

the interview

A

This hotel is located between fourth
the manager
and fifth circle line of Beijing, in the
campus of a school, and in this
campus there’s also an international
meeting center due to the nature of this
school. This is a high level hotel with
prices for per night ranging from
300RMB to 500RMB.

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

B

This hotel located between fourth and
fifth circle line of Beijing. This is a part
of a hotel chain, and this certain hotel
has run its business there for more
than 7 years. This hotel chain has
been placed as a comfortable level
hotel chain with price for per night
range from 300RMB to 900RMB.

The manager, who has
been working in this
hotel around seven
years.

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

C

This hotel located at the northern
suburb of Beijing. There in no data
shows which category it belong to. The
prices for per night range from
300RMB to 700RMB.

The manager, who has
come to work in this
hotel only for 3 months.

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

D

This hotel is a part of a popular
economical hotel chain in China,
locating at between the fourth and fifth
circle line of Beijing. The prices for per
night range from 250RMB to 500RMB

the manager

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

E

This hotel is a part of a popular
economical hotel chain in China,
locating at between the fourth and fifth
circle line of Beijing. The prices for per
night range from 200RMB to 450RMB

The manager

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

F

This is a luxury hotel belonging to a
famous international hotel group,
locating at the fourth circle line of
Beijing. The prices for per night range
from 1200RMB to 5000RMB.

A group leader of
marketing department,
from Hong Kong, who
has studied hotel
management in
Switzerland,

The interview has been
conducted in the hotel.

Figure 2: The interview hotels; source: own survey

3.6 Data analysis
After conducting the interviews with hotel managers, it is easy to notice that there are many
elements and topics emerged from the narratives, so thematic analysis method seems the perfect
method for this research. Thematic analysis has been used as the data analysis method in this
research. Thematic analysis is a common method which has been used in most qualitative research,
and due to its flexibility, it can be used independently as a method for analyzing data. It can be
conducted to address most types of the qualitative research questions and to analyze most types
9
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qualitative data. Most commonly, thematic analysis is used among with coding the transcripts for
detecting and developing key themes out of the data (Rohleder &amp; Lyons, 2014).

There are steps for approaching thematic analysis, but before introducing them, it is useful to
mention two rules for thematic analysis first. The first one is, thematic analysis is not a strictly
linear process which not allowing researcher to turn back steps when doing analysis, instead, it is a
fluid and recursive process. It enables the researcher to move back when she found the necessary,
especially when some codings have been blurred with others or are working on a small dataset. The
second, the process of thematic analysis are supposed to be conducted manually by researcher,
rather than using some computer programs which are available now for assisting in analyzing the
research data (Rohleder &amp; Lyons, 2014). As even the basic steps remain the same, but the
mechanics will be changed. And in this project, these two rules have been followed.

Before analyzing, the five interviews’ voice recordings have been transcribed. As one hotel manager
among six refused to be recorded, so there are only 5 voice recordings. But for the interview
without voice recording has be recorded by hand writing during and immediately after the interview
so it can be count as a reliable data as well. This research has 6 interviews’ data for analyzing. The
transcripts have been read by the researcher more than once for really getting to know what is in the
data and trying to think about the potential codings. In this way researcher can immerse herself in
the transcripts, and then start to detect the codes. “A code is effectively a succinct label (a word or a
short phrase) that captures a key analytical idea in the data and conveys this to the researcher.”
(Rohleder &amp; Lyons, 2014) And a good code should be enable to convey the key idea of the
data without the need to see the data themselves. When doing coding in this research, the texts
relating to the code have been underlined and the code has been written down beside them. As
mentioned before, the researcher can go back to check the text and the code whenever she think is
necessary. It is essential for the researcher to keep the research question in mind during coding, as
the coding process can shape the research question. Once the codes have been pointed out from the
transcripts, the next step is to transfer these codes into themes. A theme generally has a broader
meaning than a code. In other words, several codes can be collected to shape a particular theme.
Good themes do not overlap with each other, but relate to other themes for producing a coherent
analysis (Rohleder &amp; Lyons, 2014). This is exactly how the data has been analyzed in this
case, and there are four themes have emerged from the data. The themes are all connected to the
topic of this research with various factors that effect the competition of Airbnb China in Beijing.
10
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And these themes are: Destination of Beijing; Level of service; Security; Attribute of location.
These themes have been created carefully from the codes for making sure that they can best fit with
the codes and can tell the whole story of the relevant data. And the researcher should make sure that
the themes emerging from the analysis should be able to answer the research question as it is the
eventual goal for conducting this research.

4. Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework chapter will start with brief introduction about the sharing economy at a
broader view and an overview of sharing economy in China, leading to the story about Airbnb, how
it emerged and developed and succeed as a notable P2P company, and the start of Airbnb China.
Followed by introduction of tourism industry in Beijing and hotel industry in Beijing. After that, the
disruptive innovation theory will be explained in detail. This part is related to this research closely,
since it will offer a basic but important background information for working out the research
question.

4.1 The sharing economy
The term “Sharing economy” has been first mentioned in 2008, when Lessig (2008) defined it as
“collaborative consumption made by the activities of sharing, exchanging and rental of resources
without owning the goods”. The sharing economy, in many cases referred to as collaborative
consumption - has been proposed by Felson and Spaeth early in 1978.

Collaborative consumption shows the start of thinking about separating the ownership and the use
rights of products. While at that moment, the idea of sharing has not been widely accepted, the main
approach for gaining the usage of a product is to own it first. On the contrary of that traditional
market model, the sharing economy is build on using and sharing products and services temperately
with others, not trying to gain the ownership (Puschmann, 2016). It is often claimed that the
emergency and development of the sharing economy due to the development of technology:
“ Technology and innovation are seen as the key drivers of future growth and
employment. One much-cited example is the sharing economy (also known as the
peer to peer economy, collaborative economy, or gig economy).” (Das, 2018)

The sharing economy is also claimed to developed under the global economic crisis background,
which has led the tendency that customers are going for cheaper options. Recently, the sharing
11
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economy is mostly used on the industry of transport, short-term accommodation, home-cooked
food, delivery services, car rental, tool rental. There are several business models using the principle
of sharing economy: business-to-business (B2B) which is the cooperation between companies (such
as, sharing machines in the agriculture), business-to-consumer (B2C) in which company sells
products to customers through internet (for example, self-laundry, car rental), consumer-toconsumer (C2C) which also names P2P model, a new form of sharing economy which has been
found profitable (Puschmann, 2016). The sharing economy P2P is using a commercial peer to peer
system to monetize the exchanges. There are three drivers may be identified for promoting this
development (Botsman, 2014; Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 2016):
(1) The Change of consumer behavior; People use to own things for using them in the old times,
but nowadays temporary usage with paying less money becomes more attractive (Rifkin, 2014;
Veider & Kathan, 2015).
(2) Social networks and electronic markets; Social networks and community platforms enable
people to be connected and do some exchanges. Additionally, electric market platform enable to
reduce the transaction and search cost, and also create a mechanism for trust system which is
very important especially in an anonymous market.
(3) Mobile devices and electronic services; The popularity of smart phone usage is another strong
driver which enable people to conveniently access to the “app economy” (MacMillan, Burrows,
&amp; Ante, 2009).

From the consumer’s perspectives, the sharing economy offers conveniences and opportunities as
they can pay lower price than before for using a product or service, and the sharing economy
enables customers paying for a specific product (physical or immaterial) for a certain purpose
instead of buying a “one size fits all” product. From the environment protector view, by
encouraging to share the existing asset, the sharing economy shows the potentials of being ecofriendly for reducing waste and productions. (Puschmann, 2016). Some proponent of the sharing
economy implies that this model offers alternatives source of flexible employment and incomes
under the big economic background of weak economic environment and a depressed labor market.

But every coin has two sides, there are some critiques about the sharing economy. The sharing
economy offers the same service at a cheaper price and in a more convenient way, which may not
likely to create a new market but to capture the market share from the existing service providers. In
this way, the sharing economy may reduce the overall revenue from the activity instead of creating
12
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additional wealth or value. While a lower price can enable a wider range of people to access to a
certain goods or services. Another critique is about the lower price that the sharing economy offers
may an incorrect price, because people normally ignore the fixed-cost which they already paid like
capital investment, insurance, maintenance. And the sharing economy platforms are naturally
tending to be a monopoly or an oligopoly, based on the effect of the inline platform. There are long
term consideration that the sharing economy may reduce the potential growth in an industry, as in
sharing economy, the amateurs can easily replace the professionals and eventually deskill the
workforce (Das, 2018).

The sharing economy keep attracting people’s attention with its considerable market share and its
tremendous growth, especially in the last five years. But it is hard to give a standard quantifying
size of the sharing economy about how large the sharing economy has been already. One of the
noteworthy player within sharing economy is Airbnb, as stated by Guttentag(2016): “Airbnb is part
of a larger rise in the sharing economy”. Airbnb has 300+ million guests all over the world, and it
seems there is barely chance for this number to decrease anytime soon (Kathan, Matzler, &amp;
Veider, 2016). As this study is setting to explore Aribnb in Beijing, so it is important to have a
whole picture of the sharing economy as background for better understanding the business model of
Airbnb and its growth.

4.1.1 Sharing economy in China
As this research is heading for finding out the situation of Airbnb in Beijing, getting a whole picture
of the sharing economy in China is necessary. The sharing economy and its application, as a
noteworthy business ecosystem, have occupied substantial market shares (Liu &amp; Yang, 2018).
By October 2016 the market size of the sharing economy in China has reached USD 62.5billion,
and was expected to reach USD 280 billion by 2018 with a high increasing rate 54 per cent
(Raymond Wang, 2018). In 2016, Chinese government announced that the government supports the
development of the sharing economy in China (

, 2016). Therefore, many traditional

industries started to explore this emerging field (Liu &amp; Yang, 2018). There are some sharing
economies in China at this moment, housing sharing (Airbnb, Xiaozhu, Tujia), bicycle sharing
(Mobike, Xiaohuangche, Xiaolanche), car sharing (Didi, Uber). Among these applications, Airbnb
is one of the accommodation sharing platform in China which entered in this market in a late time
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after Xiaozhu, Tujia, two biggest local sharing economy have established. The situation of Aribnb
China will be intrdoucted in more details in the next chapter.

Sharing economy has its own problems based on the nature of the business modle, like Didi, the one
collecting the private drivers and the customers which is one of the top sharing economy with a
very large market share in China has met customer security problems. The latest tragedy is very
serious, the customer who is an airline stewardess has been raped and killed by her Didi driver who
was support to pick her home from the airport on 5th of May 2018 (CCVT, 2018). And this is not
the only one that happened among Didi’s customers, there are many female customers reported that
they have been followed or threaten by the Didi driver or suffering the driver’s indecent act (CCVT,
2018). This can imply that the security is a very weak part for sharing economy to handle and can
cause some serious social problems. The trust system in the sharing economy may need to be built
by more practical regulations.

4.2 Airbnb
4.2.1 An overview of Airbnb
Airbnb, an essential online platform through which residents rent out their spaces as
accommodation for tourists, as it described itself “a trusted community marketplace for people to
list, discover, and book unique accommodations around the world” (Airbnb, 2013). Airbnb has been
started in 2007 by two graduates Joe Gebbia and Brian Chesky, both 27, in the form of three air
mattresses on the floor of a San Francisco apartment. There was a design conference coming to San
Francisco and the hotels in town have been fully booked. Under the pressure of paying rent, these
two graduates came up with the idea of renting their spaces out and cooking for their guests
breakfast. They used a simple website to advertise their apartment successfully as “Airbed &
Breakfast” for the delegates who were attending the conference. After that, they recognized that this
can be a business idea, then enlisted Gebbia’s former flatmate, Nathan Blecharczyk, 29, a computer
science graduate and “brilliant programmer” (Salter, 2012). They built their new website which
allows other people to advertise their spaces as shared accommodation for tourists, mainly focusing
on major events.

From 2009, the website has relaunched as airbnb.com, and the service was expanded beyond shared
accommodation to include sharing the full residences. Since then, Airbnb has grown tremendously
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and now millions of room nights for the people around the world have been booked out (Botsman &
Rogers, 2010; Hempel Jessi, 2012; Rao Leena, 2009). The types of accommodation on the Airbnb’s
list have a wide range from a living room futon to an entire island (Wortham, 2011). The owner of
the space may be living there during the time of the rental, or may be away on a holiday or
operating this pace as a permanent rental. Airbnb states that 57 per cent of its spaces are entire
apartments and homes, while 41per cent are private rooms and 2 per cent are shared rooms. Airbnb
also reported that 40 percentages of its guests are American, and the Europeans are the majority of
the rest, with the average customer age is 35 (Guttentag, 2015). People use Airbnb website to find
the place which fits their expectations most and send a reservation request to the host, then the host
can ask some questions or can accept the reservation immediately. Payments will be made through
the website and 0-20 per cent of fee from the customers and 3 per cent of fee from the hosts will be
charged by Airbnb platform in general (Airbnb, 2018).

Airbnb can be called as the most prominent company in its particular domain, but there are several
competitors who are internet-based companies and offer the same services as Airbnb, including
Wimdu, 9flats, Roomorama and niche competitors like Onefinestay which only offers upscale
listing. And there are other companies who are similar with Airbnb, but mainly focused on vacation
homes instead of primary residences (Guttentag, 2015).

4.2.2 Airbnb’s P2P model
The traditional way for tourists to find accommodation is renting rooms from formal business, like
hotels. While Airbnb shaken this old model by using an online marketplace which allows the largescale of spaces offered from one ordinary person to another which is the so called peer-to-peer
(P2P) model. P2P accommodation model is not a completely new model, but can be traced back to
centuries. In 18th century, tourists on their Grand Tours through Europe sometimes found
accommodation in private homes as Black (1985) described. However, the model in that ages facing
the difficulty for hosts to market their places to the potential customers and the challenge for
establishing the trust between hosts and customers.

Airbnb has overcome these with its Web 2.0 internet technologies. This improvement on technology
not only solving the problem for hosts to reach the poetical guests, but enable hosts to post
descriptions and photographs of their spaces, communicate with their guests, take reservations and
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payments. Moreover, Airbnb makes the broader marketing challenges which can attract more users
in this community (Guttentag, 2015). Airbnb builds its trust mechanism through reviews which
allows guests to post their comments to the public about a certain accommodation. “ Reputation
mechanisms are essential for online transactions” stressed by lauterbach (2009) in the terms of
CouchSurfing (Lauterbach, Truong, Shah, &amp; Adamic, 2009). And online review has been
found can influence booking intentions (Sparks &amp; Browning, 2011), and on the opposite way it
may spur hosts to improve their services (Smyth, Wu, &amp; Greene, 2010).

4.2.3 The attractiveness of Airbnb
It is very hard for no mentioning the attractiveness of Airbnb, as they are the reasons for Airbnb’s
rapid growth and high level of popularity. There are three main advantages worth to be point out,
cost saving, feeling of being home and the local experience.

Cost is predictably a major factor in hotel decisions (Chu & Choi, 2000; Dolnicar & Otter, 2003).
The low cost character of Airbnb appear to be a powerful draw. Due to the primary fixed costs of
the accommodation are already covered, and the hosts have no or minimal labour costs in general,
and do not need to pay the tax as the formal businesses should do, the hosts of Airbnb are able to
rent their places with a competitive price. Lieber has made a test in 2011 for the New York Times in
related to the Airbnb’s low cost. He spent five nights in New York City by using Airbnb, with three
nights in entire apartments, one staying in a private room and one staying in a shared room, and
these fives nights’ accommodation only cost 900 US dollars which he estimated with Expedia that
was at least 700 US dollars less than the cost for staying in nearby hotels (Lieber, 2011).

Besides the economical advantage, staying with Airbnb can offer the feeling of being home, as the
customers are staying in a residence with accessing to all the practical residential amenities, such as
a full kitchen, dinner washer, washing machines and a dryer. Based on this residential experience,
the customers get the chance for having a more local experience by living like a local. Airbnb
accommodations tend to be more scattered in a city than the hotel industries, so the guests may live
in the non-tourist area and can have interaction with local neighbors and the hosts who can also
provide some useful and local advices. This local experience has been highlighted in Lonely
Planet’s Barcelona tour guidebook, in which Airbnb has been mentioned under the heading
“meeting the locals’ and states, Airbnb offers a fantastic new way of finding well-priced
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accommodation-and living as the locals do.” (Louis, 2012). This appeal has matched the description
from MacCannell about the tourists’ common desire to access “back regions”. He stated “tourists’
desire to share in the real life of the places visited, or at least to see that life as it is really lived” and
mentioned the reason for tourists to explore the black region because these regions are associated
with intimacy of relations and authenticity of experiences.

4.2.4 Is Airbnb a disruptive innovation?
Guttentag(2015) claimed that Airbnb is a disruptive innovation, and stated that both Airbnb and
other similar companies can best be viewed through the lens of disruptive innovation theory which
has been proposed by Clayton Christensen. A disruptive innovation is more like a business model
and process through which the new players survive at the start of low-end market and climb up and
finally compete with the mainstream customers of the incumbents (Bower & Christensen, 1995; C.
Christensen & Raynor, 2013; C. M. Christensen, 2013). This theory will be elaborated in more
details in the later chapter.

Airbnb started with inferior services when comparing with the traditional hotels’ security, cleanness,
check in/out, but Airbnb do appeal to a group pf people who would like to pay less and gain the
service like authentic experience and local neighborhood which are the alternative benefits that
Airbnb can offer (Guttentag, 2013). Airbnb has continually improved the services of its
accommodation, like for enhancing the security, Airbnb has applied numerous identity verification
mechanism, and in 2011, Airbnb started to offer free professional photographers service to hosts for
verifying the pictures with Airbnb watermark (Myers, 2011) and provide a 24-hour hotline
(Kincaid, 2011). And in 2013, Airbnb hired the founder of a major boutique hotel for improving the
level of cleanliness and the accuracy of listing description (Geron, 2013). Besides these
improvements, Airbnb distributed the free smoking alarms and carbon monoxide detectors to the
hosts (Tam, 2014), introduced the evaluation system for encouraging the hosts to perform better
services (Airbnb, 2018). Moreover, Airbnb began to set a special accommodation section for
business travelers (Dillet, 2015; Terdiman, 2014). Besides improving the level of its service on the
accommodations section, Airbnb expand its service range from only offering accommodation to
offering the trip services including accommodation, trip tour, tour experiences. This shows that
Airbnb is going to combine the functions of the accommodation industry and the tourism agencies.
Airbnb changed its description on its website from stating that Airbnb is a global community for
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people to find and book accommodations around the world into, “Found in 2008, Airbnb is a global
travel community that offers magical end-to-end trips, including where you stay, what you do and
the people you meet” (Airbnb, 2016). It is a way of improving and climbing upwards in the market.
This shows the exact business process that how a disruptive innovation enter the market with
targeting the limited and “low-end” market and then through improving their products and
eventually pose threaten to the incumbents with targeting the main stream customers. The
evolutionary way that Airbnb is making may not only disrupt the traditional hotel industry, but the
tourism industry as the whole.

4.2.5 Airbnb’s impact on hotel industry
There are some researches working on the impacts from Airbnb towards hotel industry already. A
remarkable one, Zervas et al. (2017) researched the relationship between the changes of hotel
revenues and the listing volume of Airbnb in Texas, with conclusion that a 10 percentages increase
in Airbnb listings will correspond with a 0.37 percentages of decrease in hotel’s revenue and they
also pointed out that the lower-end hotels, independent hotels, and the hotels that are not mainly
catering to business guests can be more easily effected (Zervas, Proserpio, &amp; Byers, 2017).
And also Neeser (2015) who did research in Scandinavia, and found out that Airbnb do have
negative impact on the hotels, but did not show on the daily revenue, as the hotels have reduced
their rates for keeping the occupancy level (Neeser, Peitz, &amp; Stuhler, 2015). In 2016, there is a
research studied Airbnb in US and data turned out that Airbnb would impact hotels primarily
through limiting the price premiums during peak periods.

While another research from the hotel performance tracking company STR shows completely
different results, by analyzing the data of hotel in Manhattan and the data of Airbnb, concluding that
there is no clear evidence showing that Airbnb was appealing to the hotel’s guests or effecting the
hotel’s price power even on very high occupancy nights (Haywood, 2016). A research by Nowak
who working for Morgan Stanley, has been concluded by the author that as Airbnb is more focused
on the longer leisure travelers, would have limited impact on the hotels that mainly catering the
short-term business travels. Airbnb has produced 20 destinations’ economic impact reports, which
frequently claimed that around 30 percentages of customers of Airbnb were not likely to visit a
destination or stay as long without Airbnb. And to the extent, this can show to which degree that
Airbnb acts as the substitute in the market (Guttentag &amp; Smith, 2017).
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4.2.6 Critiques on Airbnb
As Disruptive business models are often based on new technology, so they may outpace the existing
laws and consequently encounter the illegal issues (Carrns, 2013). Airbnb also faced the main points
of critique, and has been accused on running an illegal business and avoiding its full tax obligations,
as well as being contained by different laws and prohibitions in different places around the world.
Airbnb mentioned to its host on its website that: “When deciding whether to become an Airbnb
host, it’s important for you to understand how the laws work in your city (Airbnb, 2018)”.

Many cities have made regulations and updated laws for responding the success of Airbnb, like
New York City enabled a basically identical law in 2010 that the rental can only be provided when
the host remains present; In San Francisco, the unlicensed rentals of fewer than 30 days are
forbidden; Paris prohibits all the rentals of less than one year which is a much more stringent policy
against short-term rentals (Guttentag, 2015).

Reported by Ruters in 2016, Airbnb has been fined 600,000 euros by Barcelona for advertising and
renting accommodations to tourists without registering on the Tourism Register. The home sharing
websites for tourists, like Airbnb “deprives the locals of apartments for permanent rent and push up
the prices for homes remaining on the market” (Calvo, 2016), and this is not the case only for
Barcelona, but happened in the city like Beilin and Paris have the same problem (Calvo, 2016).

4.2.7 Airbnb China
Airbnb launched in Chinese market since 2015 (Ram &amp; Zhang, 2018). It can be told that
Airbnb came late to Chinese market, which shows this firm did not have much enthusiasm on
Chinese market at its earlier years. In 2016, Airbnb announced on its website that Airbnb “have not
focused on building our community in China,” while there were still 3.5 millions times used by the
tourists from China’s mainland and the hosts in China have catered nearly 1 million visitors (The
Economist, 2016).

Maybe encouraged by the grassroots support or by the bloom of Chinese tourism industry that
Chinese tourists have made 4 billions domestic trips in the year 2015 and the expectation of 40
percent increasing rate every year for the sharing economy in China in the next five years, Airbnb is
making a big push in Chinese market now (China Business News, 2017). Airbnb has pointed Hong
Ge, who has been holding engineering roles at Facebook and Google, as vice president of Airbnb
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China in June 2017 (China Business News, 2017). And using the Chinese words “Aibiling

”

as the name of its Chinese subsidiary, which means “welcome each other with love.” (Carson, 2017)
In the next half year of 2017, company co-founder Nathan Blecharczyk has been named chairman
of Airbnb China for managing Airbnb China to catch the wave of this country’s domestic tourism
explosion (Dow Jones Institutional News, 2017).

As Airbnb comes late to the party in China, the local sharing economies of accommodation have
already established. The strongest one is Tujia offering around 440,000 homes in over 300 cities in
China. Unlike the operation way of Airbnb, Tujia helps the host to manage their vacant properties
(The Economist, 2016). Another rival for Airbnb China is Xiaozhu, a four year-old startup
with100,000 homes on its list. There’s a rumor that Airbnb is in talks of purchasing Xiaozhu, this
local rival for gaining its local market share (Zaleski &amp; Chen, 2016). Marie Sun, an analyst at
Morningstar Investment Service stressed, “It will be very hard for Airbnb to expand in China alone
via organic growth,” (Zaleski &amp; Chen, 2016) and also mentioned that the home-sharing market
in China is at its very early stage. “The trust necessary to hand over an apartment to a stranger-the
bar is higher in China,” (Zaleski &amp; Chen, 2016) stressed by a business professor who working
on the digital marketplaces at New York University after found that the Chinese customers’
unfamiliarity with home sharing (Zaleski &amp; Chen, 2016). The data shows that 80 percent of
Airbnb’s Chinese guests are under 35 year-old, so Airbnb is going to branding among millennials
for opening its market in China. And more optimistic data shows 93 percent of Chinese millennials
believe living the way as locals is the best way for getting to know a place and 94 percent prefer a
unique travel experience (Executive Appointments Monitor Worldwide, 2017).

“The past decade has shown that it’s very hard for American companies to use their own approach
todo business in China” said Chen Chi, Xiaozhu’s CEO. Even if the foreign companies try to hire
the local employees, but as the local workers need to report to their faraway boss which can end up
like a robot working, so the local rivals will get the most chance to win the races. But comparing
with the local companies in China, Airbnb has the unique advantage of global network. A must for
both local and foreign companies in China is to have a strong relationship with the government.
Airbnb has to store their data on the local services in land of China for obeying the rules (The
Economist, 2016).
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“China is an incredibly important destination for Airbnb globally, ” stressed by Airbnb co-found and
chairman of Airbnb China, Nathan Blecharczyk. Airbnb planed to double its investment on Chinese
market in 2018 and expand their local workforce for presenting Airbnb in more cities. In 2018
Airbnb plans to open operations in key cities like Shanghai, Sichuan and Guangdong, and hire a
China customer service leader based in Beijing. So far Airbnb has already build partnership with
numerous Chinese cities, having 140,000 active listing in China and more than 2.25 million guests
at Airbnb listings in China until the beginning of August 2017 with 287 percent increase rate yearon-year (Zheng, 2017).

4.3 Tourism in Beijing
Beijing, the capital of the People’s Republic of China, one of the four ancient capitals with more
than 600 years history for being a capital site, is the political and cultural center of China (UNWTO,
2017), contributing nearly 10 percent of the nation’s total domestic and outbound tourism revenues,
so there is no doubt that Beijing is the leader of China’s tourism industry (eTN, 2012). On 14
December 2016, the annual passenger throughput of Beijing Capital International Airport surpassed
90 million. And the new airport in Beijing was expected to finish in 2019 which will be the largest
airport in the world. In 2015, Beijing host 273 million domestic and international tourists, with
460.71 billion CNY (around 73.95 billion US dollars according to the average exchange rate in
2015) tourism revenue (UNWTO, 2017).

From 2010 to 2015, the number of tourists in Beijing
increased by 48.3 percent and the tourism revenue
rose by 66.4 percent. In 2016, 285 million tourists
visited Beijing in total for both inbound and
outbound tourism with 4.6 percent of increasing rate
year-on-year, and the tourism revenue reached 502.1
billion CNY (75.5 billion US dollars, according to
the average exchange rate in 2015) (UNWTO, 2017).

Unit: 10,000
Figure 3: Total tourist arrivals of Beijing
(2007-2006); source: Beijing Tourism

Beijing has 7 UNESCO heritage sites, a city with
largest number of world heritages globally. Until 2016, there are “235 class-A tourists attractions,
504 star-rated hotels, 1,282 economical hotels, 2117 travel agencies, 41,811 certified tour guides,
141 star-rated folk villages, 647 distinctive businesses and 33 distinctive tourist towns and
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villages.” (UNWTO, 2017) The Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square, the Great Wall, as well as the
Summer Palace, the Temple of Heaven and the city’s numerous old Hutong with the style of old
Beijing should be household names for foreigners with even a passing knowledge of China (eTN,
2012). In 2016, the investment on fix-asset in tourism-related industry in Beijing reached 79.55
billion CNY (11.96 US dollars) with 11.7 percent of annual increasing rate, occupying 9.4 percent
of the total fixed-asset investment of this city (UNWTO, 2017).

Figure 4: Tourism Investment in Beijing
(2007-2016); source: Beijing Tourism
Commission

4.4 Hotel industry in Beijing
“ The hotel market in Beijing and China as a whole has improved significantly since late 2009,”
(Iveson, 2010). The data from STR Global shows that the occupancy rates of hotels in Beijing has
doubled in the June of 2010 from the previous year’s 33.5 percent to 66.3 percent and the revenue
for per available has increased 41.2 percentages (Iveson, 2010). With the optimistic expectation for
the rising middle class in China, international luxury hotel chains are making more efforts to keep
the space with the growing luxury desire of middle class. In these days the small luxury hotels and
the boutique hotels are becoming gradually popular in China with their delicate and characteristic
hotel culture. The average occupancy rate
of hotel industry in China has reached
more than 65 percentages in 2014.
(Thibaud, 2016). Beijing is a special city
in China, due to its capital status and the
political and economical position in
China, there are many both leisure and
business travelers visiting this city per
year.

Figure 5: Number of Star-rated hotels, Travel
Agencies and Class-A Tourist Attractions of
22
Beijing (2010-2015); Source: Beijing
Tourism Commission
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Until 2016, there are 504 star-rated hotels and 1.282 budget hotels in Beijing. As showed in Figure
5, there is a decline on the number of star hotels which may because of the increase of other types
of accommodation, like budget hotels, hostels, homestay accommodations in rural areas, and
sharing economy (UNWTO, 2017).

4.5 Disruptive innovation theory
“ Few academic management theories have had as much influence in the business world as Clayton
M. Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation.” (King &amp; Baatartogtokh, 2015) The
disruptive innovation theory has fist been introduced by Christensen in 1995, and then has been
refined and updated among these years. This theory describes a model of how a small new players
can conquer the big heading companies in the market through a disruptive way. In order to make
most use of this theory and apply this theory in the right way, it is essential to get know in what way
a company can be called disruptive innovation and how the disruptors establish and grow in the
market and finally gain the market after competing with the incumbents, otherwise the theory’s
usefulness will be undermined or may cause the opposite results what the managers hope to get if
managers understand it in the wrong way. Unfortunately, many researchers, academics, and
consultants use the disruptive innovation theory to describe any situation that the industry has been
shaken up by the new players or the previous leading companies have been taken place by the new
comers, which causes this theory has been widely misunderstood and misapplied. The problem for
mixing a disruptive innovation with any other breakthrough which changes an industry’s pattern is
that different types of innovation need different strategic methods. Here the basic tenets of
disruptive innovation will be elaborated and explained (Raynor &amp; Mcdonald, 2015).

Firstly, the term “Disruptive” stresses a process through which a small company with few resources
is able to successfully challenge the leading companies. The incumbents are focusing too much on
improving the services for their existed customers who usually are the most profitable customers in
the market and ignoring the other customers. While the incumbents unintentionally offer the
opportunity for the new players who can successfully and easily target those overlooked segments
and gain the foothold in the marketing with offering products with relatively low prices. The
incumbents will not respond vigorously to those new players in the market as they are more
focusing on the more-demanding segments for chasing higher profitability. This is not the end of the
story, the entrants then improve the quality of their services and products for climbing up in the
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market to appeal to the main customers, and once the mainstream customers start to adopt their
products in volume, the disruption has occurred. (Raynor &amp; Mcdonald, 2015)

Figure 6: Disruptive innovation model; source:
(Raynor &amp; Mcdonald, 2015)

Figure 6 shows the disruptive innovation model in a very clear way. This diagram, shows the
contracts between product performance trajectories and the customer demand trajectories. The red
lines are product performance trajectories which shows the products and services improved over
time, and the blue lines are the customer demand trajectories which demonstrate the customer’s
willingness for paying the products. Since the leading companies offer high-level products or
services (the upper red line) to appeal to the upper end market where the profit is the highest, the
low-end customers and some of the mainstream customers will be overshoot. And this leaves an
opening for the new comers (the lower red line) who establish in the low-end market and move
upmarket and compete with the incumbents in the same customer market. There is a disruptive
innovation example Netflix launched in 1997. The incumbent at that time in the industry is
Blockbuster renting movies (typically new releases) on impulse. Netflix had a large inventory of
movie, but need the post to delivery them to the customers, and it normally takes few days. So
Netflix’s service only appeal to few customers who are movie buffs and do not care about whether
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it is new releases, as well as the DVD players and online shoppers. So the two companies were
catering different segments of customers at the beginning. However, when new technology allows
Netflix to offer the video through the internet, Netflix started to target the main customers of the
incumbents with high quality, low price and high convenient approach. And this is a classical
disruptive path. (Raynor &amp; Mcdonald, 2015)

Spotting disruptive innovation can be tricky, but having the ability to do so is very important for the
managers who wish to secure their business in the future and keep the space with the market
changing through protecting their companies from any potential disruptive innovations. Christensen
mentioned there are four typical characters of disruptive innovation which managers can pay an
attention:
1. Disruptive is a process. It is important to keep this in mind that the term
“disruptive innovation” does not mean a product or service at one fixed point,
but a process that a product and service improving over time. For example,
the first minicomputer was a disruption not because it is a low-end start
product or it later proved to be more superior than the mainframes in many
markets, but because it followed the way from the fringe to the mainstream.
Most companies starts as a small-scale experiment. Disruptors among these
new comers tend to be more focusing on gaining the business model rather
than a certain product.
2. The business models of disruptor are different from those of leading companies.
Apple’s iPhone can be one example of this. Apple said in 2007 that iPhone is
a sustainable innovation in the smartphone market by offering high qualified
products for competing directly with the incumbents. But iPhone is a
disruptive innovation among the laptop market according to Christensen. As
iPhone connected the application developer with the phone users, through
which iPhone created a new market for accessing to the internet and
challenged the laptops’ leading position as the main device for surfing online.
So this achievement is not only through improving the products but through
introducing a new business model.
3. Not all disruptive innovations succeed. It is a common mistake made by people
when come disruptive innovation theory, that they think only successful
business can be considered as a disruptor, in other words, they think all the
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disruptive innovation should be successful. This mistake is focused on the
result, stressing that a company is disruptive by its success. This can be one of
the reason that why this theory has been widely misused and applied to any
successful business. Disruptive model can not guarantee the success of a
company, since the success for a business is much complicated than just
applying a disruptive model. So success is not the element of the definition
for disruptive innovation, “Not every disruptive path leads to a triumph, and
not every triumphant newcomer follows a disruptive path.” (Raynor &amp;
Mcdonald, 2015) And this theory shows very little about how to win in a
market, but to play differently and avoid directly competing with the
incumbents especial at the early stage.
4. Don’t be mislead by the mantra “Disrupt or be disrupted”. The incumbent should
aware the presence of the potential disruptor in the market, but do not
overreact on it. And should not drop the still profitable business. Instead, they
should enhance their connection with their existing customers and improving
their products in the way of sustaining innovation. If necessary, they can also
start a new division away from the original one for catching the opportunities
from the disruption.

This theory has been improved among the way. Initially, “The empirical findings showed that the
incumbents outperformed entrants in a sustaining innovation context but underperformed in a
disruptive innovation.” (Raynor &amp; Mcdonald, 2015) The researchers found two reasons for
explaining why incumbents normally cannot respond effectively to the disruptions of the industry.
The first one is most of the time a company trying to change their strategies is for their exiting
customers, so they more likely to have sustaining innovation as a result. Following with the first
reason, the second one is that as the incumbents are more focusing on their existing customers,
which makes it like an institutionalized process, so it is very hard even for senior managers to
change their investment habit to disruptive innovations.

Andrew A King and Baljir Baatartogtokh critiqued the disruptive innovation theory in their research
article How useful is the theory of disruptive innovation? They pointed out that the theory’s validity
and generalizability rarely been teated and Christensen’s initial research which formed the core part
of the theory is based on the disk drive industry in the 1970s and 1980s. And then some scholars
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like Polaroid Corp and Smith Corona have published some discussions of related case examples,
but there is no quantitative research conducted for testing this theory. Andrew and Baljir stressed
that, “The threats faced by the companies in our sample were deeply challenging, and they cannot
be understood from a single viewpoint.” (King &amp; Baatartogtokh, 2015) And they thought that
the theory of disruptive innovation should only be applied under certain conditions are met. (King
&amp; Baatartogtokh, 2015)

In this research, this theory will be used to measure whether Airbnb China has the potential to be a
disruptive innovation in Chinese market, since Airbnb has been defined as a disruptor in other
countries (Guttentag, 2015). Combining with the views of the hotel managers (the participants of
this research), the research question for finding out the impacts that Airbnb China has on hotels in
Beijing will be well answered.

5. Findings
There are four themes have been detected during analytical process of coding and thematic analysis.
The key themes come out from the narratives of those interviewees are connected with the factors
that can effect Airbnb China to impact the hotels in Beijing. The themes are: Destination of Beijing;
Level of service; Security; Attribute of location. Each theme will be explained in detail through the
related narratives of hotel managers. And at the end of each chapter, the theme and the narratives
will be discussed critically in relation to the theoretical framework and the research question.

5.1 Destination of Beijing
When every manager tried to explain their thoughts and attitudes towards the relationship of hotel
industry in Beijing and the new comers-sharing economy, they all mentioned this city’s characters
act as the background for trends, changes and concerns in accommodation industry. And it is much
interesting to found out the interviewees have different options towards the situation of hotel
industry in Beijing, as one manager said:
It is relatively easy for running a hotel in Beijing, since Beijing is the first-line-ranked city,
there are many companies, conferences, exhibitions, various activities here in Beijing.
Special period of time for exhibitions, and during that time you can find that the rooms
from hotels are not enough for booking. A lot of hotels, not only this area, the nearby areas
of exhibitions will be fully booked during that time (Hotel A).
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Even this manager was very positive about the corporate market in Beijing and the high occupation
rate, but this manager mentioned that the hotel’s occupation rate during exhibition time may also be
affected by the market position of the hotel and how well the management condition of the hotel is.
It shows the manager is not confident about the hotels who do not targeting the corporate market.
Another manager (Hotel B) agreed on that it is much easier to run a hotel in Beijing than other
second and third-line-ranked cities, as Beijing has higher visitor flow rate. She is positive about the
hotels which are marketing on corporate travel as well, as she addressed that comparing with the
leisure tourists, the most of visitors come to Beijing are for business. Beijing is more like a place for
business trip, and this idea has been confirmed by the manager of hotel F as well, even he thought
the high competition in Beijing can put stress on managing a hotel:
I always have a feeling that the visitors in Beijing, mostly, are not for leisure travel. First, I
feel the people around me, they came to Beijing for work or business, I feel, they normally
have been send by their companies… (Hotel F).
The manager continued to express his views on the development of the hotel industry in Beijing and
the whole picture of this industry in China:
…nowadays, the hotel industry works very well in Beijing. A lot of foreign companies
opened their hotels in Beijing, the new one, just opened, Bvlgari, the first Bulgari hotel,
chose Beijing…the hotels in China are very good, not like the old time, the time without
much development, and there’s not many foreign companies invested in China. You can see
right now, the whole China looks very good. And I would say that the hotel industry in
Mainland is better than the one in Hong Kong. I would say in Hong Kong, hotel industry is
experiencing marginalization (Hotel F).
He continued to explain this with his friends experiences that a lot of his friends were working in
hotel industry in Hong Kong, but they are pursuing their career in mainland of China in recent
years, based on the development of hotel industry in mainland. He stated that Beijing, Shanghai or
Guangzhou are the three main destinations for corporate travel. The increase of the economy
promotes the prosperous of the hotels industry in Beijing.

Only one manager (Hotel C) has never mentioned about the business travel and the corporate
travelers as one of her targeting customers, and she stated that she felt it was not easy to run a hotel
in Beijing, as there were numerous hotels competing with each other. The main customer of her
hotel, as she sated is young people and most rooms booked through various online platforms. This
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is likely to imply that leisure market has more fierce competition than the corporate market, and this
can because there are more corporate travelers than the leisure tourists in Beijing.

Another two managers mentioned that the tourists will choose Beijing as a holiday destination as
well, since Beijing is a historical place and many attractions have been mentioned and described in
the text book, as them addressed:
…some places like Temple of Heaven, The Forbidden City, the kids would like to visit, as
these have been mentioned in the text book (Hotel B).
…Because Beijing, is the place that the students, the tourist from other places in the whole
country to visit, in winter and summer holidays, or other holidays (Hotel C).
The manager of Hotel C stressed that just because Beijing is also a place for leisure travel, so the
sharing economy model have the market space to develop in Beijing based on the idea that sharing
economies are more focused on leisure market. The manager of hotel A further stressed that the
market in Beijing is very tolerant for different types of accommodation, due to its big size.

All hotel managers are questioned the security issue for Airbnb and mentioned the importance for
meeting the local police rules. One manager pointed out that in hotel industry, there is a local
security system for the hotels to upload the guests informations as one of the steps for checkin. So
she doubt how can Airbnb or other sharing economies meet this essential requirement in Beijing, a
political city which is more serious than others, as she addressed:
…the hotel industry, there is a system for uploading the customers information. Beijing is
very sensitive. Why we need all of our guests to upload their ID information, because this
is the requirement from the local police station (Hotel A).
She explained that there would be a risk, if the ID of guests cannot be checked by the system, that
the hotel may cater a criminal without notice, and this is illegal and could causes big social
problem. The manager continued, “ Especially for a political city, like Beijing, whenever there are
big evens, the local police will set some limitations for the places, the accommodations, hostels,
KTV, Sauna, including checking all the people, while, the Airbnb model has the loophole for this.”
(Hotel A) And she strengthen that Beijing is much more strict on this control than other cities.

One manager called the Airbnb and other Airbnb-like sharing economies are playing edge ball with
the government, and stressed the importance for Airbnb to get the support from the government and
be legal in Beijing, otherwise Airbnb cannot have any development in Beijing as well as in any
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cities in China, as he said: “ They (Airbnb) are playing the edge ball with the government. It’s a
new thing, but if the government does not support it, it will not be developed.” (Hotel D) Another
manager addressed a similar meaning to point out that from the market aspect, Airbnb can survive
and stay in Beijing as the market in this city is tolerant and big enough, but need the permit from the
government, as he said:
If the government can permit it (Airbnb), it will definitely survive and stay in this market.
Everything has its own value for existing. If the government let it enter this market, then
definitely there are customers, them will choose it…(Hotel F)

The manager of hotel F pointed out that the price range of hotels in Beijing is very large, which
enable the customers to choose different hotels with various price level. This character of the
destination of Beijing makes the low-end market be more harder to gain than other western
countries. And he also mentioned the limitation for Airbnb to develop in Beijing:
be honest, the hotels in Beijing have various levels, and I think that you can find different
prices in different hotels, right…very low level’s hotels. And if, I do not know, like in
Beijing, whether the people here would like to rent out their places…whether there’s many
Beijing people will share their place out for renting. (Hotel F)
…because what’s the lowest price from Airbnb? I think the price range in Beijing is very
big, for example, I can spent 200 Yuan per night in a hotel, 100 yuan, you can also find a
hotel. Then why people choose to stay in Airbnb? Why need to share? I do not think the
place is very good. (Hotel F)

5.1.1 Discussion
Beijing is more like a destination for business customers than a holiday destination which offers a
big corporate market. But as Beijing is the economical and cultural center in China, there are
numerous visitors for both cooperate travel and leisure travel which makes Beijing having a big
enough market for different types of accommodations to stay and develop. The steady growth of
economy in Beijing already has impact on the development of the hotel industry, as the manager
showed positive attitude on the development of the hotel industry and found the trend for many
foreign hotel companies to open their hotels in Beijing. So the increasing market are more likely to
offer more opportunities for other types of accommodations like Airbnb as well. All hotel managers
agreed on that Airbnb has the market space to develop in Beijing and can always find customers in
this tolerant market. So based on the big size of the market, and the increasing trend, Airbnb as one
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type of the accommodation and still at its “baby stage” does not likely to have any impact on the
hotels in Beijing, at least at this moment. The wide price range of the hotels in Beijing, shadowing
the impact from Airbnb China on the hotels either, and makes Airbnb lose its low price advantage
which acting as a strong factor for Airbnb be competitive in other countries. As manager mentioned
that one of the limitation for Airbnb China to develop in Beijing can be the limited number of the
hosts, as the participant questioned how many Beijing people would like to share their place out.
The strict security regulation for accommodations in Beijing can be another barrier for the
development of Airbnb China in Beijing. However, the government in China showed the support on
sharing economy in general, and Airbnb is improving its service for trying to cater the business
travelers and offering other travel services which traditional hotels do not have. So it would always
be wise for the hotels to pay an attention on new types of accommodation like Airbnb China.
According to disruptive innovation described by Christensen (Christensen, Raynor, &amp;
Mcdonald, 2015), a disruptor can either enter a market by targeting on the low-end market or
creating a new market, so even Airbnb China lose its low price advantage in Beijing, but Airbnb
China have placed it at a relatively low-end market and targeting leisure travel which avoid the
direct competition with the incumbents. Not competing with the hotels at the beginning stage is one
important step in disruptive innovation model which allows the potential disruptors entering the
market and growing in their initial market. However, it is important to keep it in mind that the initial
market targeted by disruptors is not the final goal market for them, the potential disruptors will
combing up to compete for the main stream customers. The big corporate market attracts the most
incumbents to focus on this market for more profit, and leaves the leisure market in shadows, but at
the mean time leaves the opportunities to other companies. The market situation of destination of
Beijing gives the possibility for Airbnb China to enter and stay in the leisure market for following
the disruptive innovation path. So as long as Airbnb China is working on the process of becoming a
potential disruptive innovation, hotels should pay attention on Airbnb China.

5.2 level of service
One of the main goals during interview is to get the insight of whether the managers feel any threat
from Airbnb China. Besides the manager of hotel C, all other managers shared a common view that
their hotels are mainly focusing on the corporate market which is different from the market of
Airbnb China. They stressed that Airbnb is more focusing on leisure market due to the services that
business traveler need cannot be met by Airbnb. The services from Airbnb are more likely to be
attractive to tourists, as Airbnb advertised itself with affordable price and local experience. So
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Airbnb China seems not a threat for the hotels in Beijing, as least at this moment, since the different
service they provide distinguish them in the different position of the market, as one participant
addressed:
…(Airbnb China) is convenient, but it is not convenient for the business guests. Actually, it
is convenient for tourists, but for business visitors, generally, business visitors won’t
choose, I think. Because business guests need a private room for doing some work. Like in
hotel, the rooms furnished with writing table, lamp, and other office facilities. This may not
be provided by normal private residence room. (Hotel B)
One manager stated very directly that, “…as a hotel manager, recently, I did not feel any impact, we
are not on the same field, we are different…” (Hotel A) Then when asked about whether Airbnb
China is a competitor for them, she answered, “No, it depends on what kind of hotels. if it is
marketing on leisure tourists, can be. like us, no, our target customer and market position are
different.” (Hotel A) The hotels targeting on leisure market are more likely to compete with Airbnb,
but only on leisure market. Besides mentioned the targeting customer is different from Airbnb, She
also mentioned that her hotel has stable customer resources which guarantee the occupancy rate for
her hotel, so she did not think about the Airbnb China can be a threat to her hotel. Another manager
expressed the same option on having stable customer resources point as she said:
We are a part of a hotel chain, so the customers are introduced from our head office.
Because we are an express hotel chain, as our head office has an official website, we
cooperate with other online platform agencies as well, like Xiecheng, Yilong. They will
show our hotel on their websites, and customer can book our room through their website
directly.(Hotel E)
This manager thought the Airbnb China in Beijing will increase in the future, as she said she knew
that this type of accommodation had appeared in the market and they were running well, but she
also stressed no worries about the impact from Airbnb, “It should not impact us, maybe a little, if
their locations are close to us, but recently, it cannot affect us.” (Hotel E) While, this express hotel
chain with the head office to offer the majority of customers and management, may cannot react fast
in the market, as the manager told in the interview when has been asked whether she may consider
to do some changes or make some strategies as she already notice the development of Airbnb and
other sharing economies in accommodation sectors:
…we are express hotel chain, that means the head office make unified management. Then
we just follow the strategies send from the leaders. But we do not propose any suggestions,
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after all, they have more far sight. Then we just follow it, we just manage well the parts
distributed to us. (Hotel E)
The expression about the hardness for hotels to react and do some changes because of the different
management system and the different customers segments from Airbnb, can also be found in an
other manager’s narratives as she said:
…the business model is different, so if hotel need to do some changes, then hotel will suffer
a very hard time…firstly, need to know the business model of Airbnb, but its model may not
be suitable for hotel, and the customer segments are different. (Hotel B)
Tradition hotels and Airbnb are working through different business mechanism, so it is hard for the
hotels to follow Airbnb’s model or do some big changes. This can imply that once the Airbnb
improved their service and try to appealing to the main customers of hotels, the hotels may react
slowly on both aware it or adapting some new strategies. Hotel D is an express hotel chain as hotel
E. The manager of hotel D also mentioned that the head office plays a very important role in
marketing which was a strong support for the hotel and they were mainly targeting the corporate
market. So he showed no worry about Airbnb or other sharing economies in accommodation sector,
as he explained,
We are catering different segment of customers. It (Airbnb) is a new thing, the market will
keep changing as always, customer demand will change as well among with the time. The
market will be separated into different parts. (Hotel D)
He continued to address that there was no impacts on his hotel from Airbnb, as they are targeting
different guests based on appealing to different customer demands and the market is big enough for
both kinds of accommodation. He further stressed Airbnb and Airbnb-like sharing economy
companies cannot replace the traditional hotels in the market anyhow. Another manager addressed
customers in his hotel were less likely to use Airbnb, as the customers were high-end customers, so
with catering to different customer levels, his hotel would never consider Airbnb as a competitor for
them and them were only paying attention on the hotels with the same high level of theirs. He
further mentioned that if a customer who was looking for the accommodation in express hotel chain
or other economical hotels, then Airbnb might be an alternative option for them, if in this way,
Airbnb can be a competitor for economical and express hotels. However, one of the express hotel
chain manager addressed as an express hotel chain shop, their services are designed for catering
business traveler. She mentioned that the business guests were coming for doing work, so they do
not need many facilities as the tourists but the standard service for business trip, and the pace for the
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business guests is very fast which is the exact point how express hotels appeal to the corporate
travelers with their services.

There is a common mind for all managers that the service that Airbnb offers is more for young
people, not for corporate customers and not for old generations. As some of the participants
mentioned that older generations might cannot accept to live in an unfamiliar people’s place, and
they could afford more expensive options with more advanced services. As one manager addressed:
Airbnb, how to say, it is more for young generations, and they are likely to accept it.
Maybe older generation cannot accept it. The friends around, many friends used Airbnb,
especially my friends from Hong Kong…(Hotel F)
He further strengthen this with his mother’s attitude towards Airbnb when they were discussing
about the accommodation for their Japan trip, as he described:
…Why I said so, because before I traveled to Japan, I told my mom to live in Airbnb. My
mom showed she did not want to live in Airbnb. she said, why live in unfamiliar people’s
home? It is not that cheaper than hotels. She is thinking that why we do not live in hotels,
hotels have good environment, good security, restaurant, swimming pool and gym room.
There are a lot of things that Airbnb doesn’t have. (Hotel F)
Comparing with the acceptance of Chinese towards Airbnb, the foreigners are more ok with this
types of accommodation. The average age of Airbnb customers around the world is very young.
One manager also addressed the accommodation of Airbnb is very suitable and convenient for
family trip, as people can rent a whole apartment and can cook in it. So Airbnb is more likely to
affect the hotels targeting the leisure tourists, instead of the corporate travelers, as addressed by one
manager when asked whether Airbnb will take some of the market shares from her hotel:
For the market shares, our hotel is not. But, maybe, it depends on the hotel’s customer
segment, like the one for leisure customers, will take a lot from them. Because recent
sharing accommodation is getting popular, and can become more and more enjoying the
sharing economy. (Hotel B)
One out of six manager, only one said that she should consider Airbnb as competitor, even though
she is not very familiar with the sharing economy and Airbnb, as she said the main customers for
her hotel were young people, and most of them booked the room from internet which seems like her
hotel and Airbnb shared the same customer group. She further stressed that online booking will be a
trend and new things take times to develop, so she should pay attention on it.
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5.2.1 Discussion
There is one thread through the various interviewee’s narratives revolving around the topic of the
impact from Airbnb is the hotels’ references about the corporate market and how Airbnb is mainly
appealing to different customer segments due to it is unable to provide the same level of services as
hotels and therefore the managers thought Airbnb may mainly pose threat to the hotels focusing on
leisure market and low-end market.

Except one manager, all other five managers addressed that they were operating on a different
market and catering different customer segments with Airbnb, since hotels can offer the service
which Airbnb cannot meet, especially in the case of corporate customers. It is the different service
that place them in different segments of market. Airbnb is targeting the leisure market with
affordable price gives a sense that Airbnb is targeting the relatively lower end market with less service. But
Airbnb has its unique advantages that traditional hotels do not have, and these benefits appeals for
some particular customer segments who are willing to sacrifice some hotel-standard services for
these benefits, mostly for family trip tourists and holiday trip tourists. As described in disruptive
innovation that potential disruptors normally enter a market with inferior services and targeting a
limited and less profitable customer segments which can avoid the direct competition with the
leading companies, so the action of Airbnb China in Beijing’s market is fitting the situation at this
point. The service of Airbnb China at this moment is less likely appealing to the corporate market,
but there are some segments of customers will choose Airbnb based on Airbnb can offer some
unique services that hotels do not have. Airbnb in general is improving itself in services among the
way, and have the special sector on its website for providing the services to target the business
travel, as mentioned in the literature chapter. So if Airbnb China will follow the same path of
service improving, then it can smaller the gap between the service from Airbnb and the service from
hotel which can makes Airbnb China in Beijing start to competing in the same customer segment of
hotels’, and this is how a disruptor will do. Another thing need to be noticed is that as two managers
mentioned hotels may be harder to make changes, with explanation that one reason can be the
nature of some hotels’ management system, especially the express hotel chain shops which mainly
follow the rules from the head office losing its flexibility to react fast. Another is that the traditional
hotel model is too entrenched among the hotel stuff’s mind and hard for them to work and think in a
new business model. So once Airbnb China gains the market in the leisure segments and improving
their services for climbing up to the main customer of hotels, the hotels may hard to adjust their
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strategies to compete with the competitors or fail to compete. For the high-end hotels, from the
narratives of the manager, they are only focusing on their high-end customers, and will only
consider the competitors who has the same level. The high-level hotels, like the disruptive
innovation theory descried, just because that they are too focusing on their own customers, so if
they do some improvement or apply some new strategies, those adjustment are mostly benefit to
their current customers who are the high profitable customers. According to the disruptive
innovation as Christensen mentioned that the blind area for hotels, is the chance for new comers to
enter and develop. The numerous different types of accommodation in Beijing with different target
customers in various levels may take Airbnb China more time to gain it initial market, and Airbnb
China, of course, has the possibility to fail at the end. But as Airbnb is a global company which has
the unique advantage of global network, and Airbnb has defined as a disruptor in other countries so
far, and so far, Airbnb China in Beijing is likely following the business model of disruptive
innovation, so there is possibility for Airbnb China be a stranger competitor in Beijing.

5.3 Security
One of the main criticism about Airbnb China is the security concern, the security problem of the
accommodation offered by Airbnb China. Customers’ concern can directly affect their final choice
and an important element in the customers’ concern is the security problem of accommodation
according the hotel managers’ narratives. Most of the managers mentioned that as the type of
sharing economy accommodation was a new thing in the Chinese market, and the Chinese
customers were more likely to have conservative personality, so it would take times for Chinese
customers to familiar with and accept this products as addressed by one manager:
… I think it will be more for foreigners, Chinese customers are more conservative. As they
need the feeling of safety. Like something they don’t know, they do not know what will
happen, right…(Hotel A)
The manager continued to address that, “Unless the price is very competitive, lower than the price
of hotels in Beijing, how much the price can be lowered, then they think it is good, then, it can work
out.” (Hotel A) Another manager emphasized the importance of the security for an accommodation,
as the customers valued this a lot. She also mentioned the security issues happened in other sharing
economies in other fields together with the issues happened in hotel industry make people be more
sensitive about the safety problems. The business model of the sharing economy, living in an
accommodation offered by someone who the guests do not know, makes the customers feel unsafe
as she addressed:
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Nowadays, customers will consider the security when they live in hotels, and this is very
important. The hotel industry has security issues before, so the later coming customers
require the hotel to offer more high level of security. So for sharing accommodation, it likes
Didi (a sharing economy for offering transportation service), Didi is cooperate with
drivers. It (Airbnb) is the same, cooperating with the hosts. The first thing is to guarantee
the safety of the guests, and there is no potential security problem, but people will
definitely consider this. Including Didi, Online car appointment, they will have the same
problem. (Hotel B)

The lack of strict security guarantee which makes the trust system hard to build among the hosts
and customers which can be one of the key barriers for Airbnb to market in Chinese market. This
can always be a safety problem for the sharing economy in general, but not only in Chinese market.
Based on the fact that Chinese people seems to be very sensitive about the safety problem, so
Airbnb China need to find way to limit the risk of security issues for getting the trust in the market.
One manager mentioned the security problem of Airbnb may bring the safety problem for the
neighbors or even the whole area, while on the opposite the areas security problem may affect the
Airbnb guests as well, as he addressed:
…like in Beijing, I do not know how Airbnb manage the accommodation in its list. Maybe
it’s private apartment, right, then it will affect the security of the private apartment, right,
everyone can get in…because they said, a lot of apartments, their fire engine access, do
not meet the standard. And they (Airbnb) do not have the responsibility for your security
(customers). I think this is very important…(Hotel F)
This manager also mentioned the Airbnb in Hong Kong, stressed that although the sharing
accommodation has a high acceptance among the customers in Hong Kong and Hong Kong people,
but the security problem is still a main criticism of Airbnb in Hong Kong. He expressed that hotels
did better work on this aspect.

5.3.1 Discussion
This section pointed out a practical and the critical problem-the security problem that Airbnb China
is facing and this is not a problem only for Airbnb in Beijing, but for other cities and areas around
the world. The security problem of Airbnb has been mentioned by all the hotel managers. One
manager pointed out the security problem is the common problem for the sharing economy and
further addressed the tragedies happened in other sharing economies caused by the lake of powerful
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and practical supervise on security of the sharing platform. Security problem originally based on the
sharing economy model itself, as it is a sharing action used in accommodation sector between
unknown individuals, so it can be hard to control the security issues in this model. But security is
the key factor for accommodation which is not like to exchange a product, so the security concern
become a very practical barrier for Airbnb. Three managers pointed out that not like the foreigners
who are more likely open-minded and can accept new thing fast, the Chinese customers are more
conservative and cautious, which may marks Airbnb to be harder for gaining customers in Beijing.
Comparing with the security issues that Airbnb may face, hotels are a safe choice for the customers
in China, and as said before that the price range of hotels in Beijing is very large, so customers can
easily find an affordable hotel than for risking safety to live in Airbnb. This element can make
Airbnb be more difficult to compete with the hotels in Beijing. However it is important to keep in
mind that business can change for adopting a certain market, Airbnb China may do some
improvements for adapting the market in Beijing. While the problems is how to adapt in this case.
Tujia, another sharing economy in accommodation sector, a local company, operates a different way
for making sharing accommodation than Airbnb China. Tujia collected the places for managing
them by itself, in this way it can reduce the security problem. The way that Tujia runs could be a
solution for the security problem among the sharing economy, but it is another business model and
costs more than the original model of Airbnb China. The model Tujia can imply that there are ways
for companies to adjust their business in a certain market. So the security problem Airbnb China
facing in Beijing has the possibility to be solved and once solved it, this can make Airbnb China be
moving with efficiency and ease into direct competition with hotels.

5.4 Attribute of location
Location of the hotels is an important element which has always been mentioned when managers
tried to explain their main customers and the impact they felt from Airbnb. They mentioned that
what kind of area their hotel located acts as an essential role on what kind of customers they will
have as one of the manager said that:
…the location is very important for a hotel. Like in the business circle, most of the
customers are corporate travelers. Maybe in tourist interest, it will be leisure tourists.
(Hotel B)
She pointed out that hotel industry mainly catering two types of customers, one is business guests
and another is tourists for holiday, but the location of the hotels distinguish the hotels with focusing
on different customers. Like in the tourism cities or places, most of the accommodations are
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prepared for leisure market which means the main customers for those hotels are definitely leisure
customers. But for her hotel, she said, “…like the area of Wangjing, the majority is offices buildings
and companies, so our goal customer is corporate customers” (Hotel B) Another manager addressed
the same opinion that as his hotel is located at a business circle, so his main customer is corporate
guests and feel no impact from the Airbnb. As the common sense through the narratives of the
interviewees that Airbnb is more like the accommodation for leisure market, so Airbnb would be
more like a competitor to the hotels in tourism places. The hotels locate around the tourism
destinations may feel more impacts from the sharing economy like Airbnb.

One manager showed her worry about the impact from Airbnb if their location were too closed with
each other as she addressed, “…should not have much impact, maybe a little, if (Airbnb) is close to
the hotel. But recently, not yet to impact.” (Hotel E) And she also shared the idea that it would be
easier to run a hotel in business area than in suburb, “ It depend on the distribution, for example in
suburb, then it should be hard; like here, business area, should have not problem.” (Hotel E) And
she also stressed that, “…the sharing accommodation, I think, is more focusing on suburb, the
tourists, but we are in business area, business area has the people for business trip and working.”
(Hotel E)

One manager pointed out the area’s high room price will promote residents to rent their rooms or
apartment through Airbnb as he addressed:
Why people in Hong Kong will think about renting their room in Airbnb? The first is the
high room price, people would like to rent a room for getting some money…Hong Kong is
a bitter city, with high pressure of work, unable to buy an apartment, so many people are
thinking various ways. (Hotel F)
As he stated that the place’s high room price will enable Airbnb to recruit more rooms on its list.
And the area will high hotel price will also promote customers to consider the alternative
accommodation such as Airbnb which can offer less expensive accommodation than the hotels.

5.4.1 Discussion
The narratives of hotel managers show the importance of the location attribution for both hotels and
Airbnb. There is a common idea that Airbnb mostly be found in the suburb area and the tourism
areas for it is mainly focusing on the leisure market, while hotel who located in business area,
having the business guests as main customers, so this kind of hotels are less likely to be affected by
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Airbnb, but the hotels locating at suburb areas or tourist interests with leisure guests as main
customers may face more competition with Airbnb.

The attribute of the location can affect the level of competition between hotels and Airbnb. The first
is a short distance between hotels and Airbnb accommodation can cause a direct competition to
each other, but based on the fact that Airbnb has a low popularity in Beijing, so hotels does not feel
the threat yet. The second is that different location may cause hotels have different main customers,
as Airbnb not likely be able to provide service to corporate travelers as this moment, so the hotels in
tourism sites have the most chance to face the competition from Airbnb on the leisure market. The
third is that the area with high room price may be more likely to have more Airbnb hosts there, as
the people would like to rent their spaces for money, and the customers may be more likely to use
Airbnb as an alternative if the hotels’ price are high in that area. However all this is based on a
common sense that Airbnb is only focusing on the leisure market, so if Airbnb starts to target the
business travelers, then not only the hotels in suburb and tourist interests will compete with Airbnb,
but the hotels in the most prosperous business area may face the competition from Airbnb, like the
situation in Hong Kong as one manger mentioned, and the business area are more likely to have
more hosts as well.

6. Conclusion
Through conducting this research, the research question-how Airbnb China impacts the hotels in
Beijing, can be answered from four aspects which have emergent from the data of interviews with
the selected six hotel managers, and the four themes are: Destination of Beijing, level service,
Security and Attribution of location.

When talk about the impacts from Airbnb towards the hotels in Beijing, the destination of Beijing
plays a very important role in the development of Airbnb and hotel industry in Beijing. The data and
the expression from the managers both show an increase trend for the population of visitors in
Beijing, due to the development of the economy and the explosion of the inbound tourism in China.
The hotel industry in Beijing is more likely to have a good development in the coming years. As
one manager stressed that there were many foreign hotel companies working on trying to open
hotels in Beijing. The customer market of Beijing is big enough for different kinds of
accommodation companies to grow, so Airbnb has the market space to develop. The market of
Beijing also offers good opportunities for hotels, so this can be one of the reason for all the
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managers expressed that them does not feel the impact from Airbnb yet, and most of them are not
familiar with Airbnb but they knew this kind of accommodation existed in the market. Beijing is
more like a business city with many corporate travelers to come, making the hotels normally with
high occupancy rate, so the hotels especially the ones focusing on the corporate market do not feel
any impact from Airbnb. And most of these hotels have their own customer resources, so they just
focusing on catering their current customers. The stable customer resources of hotels play an
essential role for the hotels to be confident about their market. But this can make hotels close their
eyes on other customers, and this gives the opportunities for the new comers. Like Airbnb China
targeting on the leisure customers and low-end customers can gain their ground and stay in the
market. According to the disruptive innovation theory, this way is how potential disruptors entering
a market and entrench in the market. One manager mentioned that the price range of hotels in
Beijing is very big. In other words, the hotels in Beijing can cover most levels’ customers, and this
can makes Airbnb be harder to establish and gain its initial market in Beijing. Besides Airbnb, there
are several local sharing economies in accommodation sector competing in the market at the same
time, Tujia, Xiaozhu are the most popular ones. The local sharing economies makes the market
which has been targeted by Airbnb be more competitive.

Besides the destination characters of Beijing affect the Airbnb’s impact on hotels in Beijing, hotel
managers mentioned that Airbnb is more focusing on leisure market and hotels are more targeting
the corporate market, based on the different service they can offer, so Airbnb is not the competitor
the hotels will consider. Airbnb is not able to offer the same service as hotels at this moment. So
business travelers prefer to live in hotels with more standard services. As Airbnb and hotel are
targeting different customer segments, so hotels do not feel any threat from Airbnb at this moment.
But the “not good enough service” that Airbnb China offered in Beijing fit the disruptive innovation
model perfectly, as the theory mentions that the potential disruptor normally offer inferior services
at the beginning, but the service has some benefits which can appealing to a limited group of
customers in the market. So although the service offered by Airbnb is not good enough to appealing
to the main stream customers which makes Airbnb China be “harmless” to the incumbents, but
things can change and the way of improving service is the key step for becoming a potential
disruptor.

Security of Airbnb is one of the most critical topic, since the nature of Airbnb’s business model, the
security problem is not only a problem for Beijing market but for other markets in the world as
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well. Furthermore, security problem is more like a common problem for the sharing economy in
general. Chinese people, as the manager said, considered to be conservative and more value safety
than foreigners, so this can be a big barrier for customers using Airbnb in Beijing. The attribution of
location is another main element mentioned among the interviewees. The location of the hotels and
Airbnb may give direct impact to each other if they are too close. As Airbnb is known as targeting
on the leisure market as the managers said, so Airbnb is more likely to compete with the hotels in
tourism area who are targeting the leisure guests as well. The hotels in business areas targeting the
corporate customers are less likely to compete with Airbnb or feel the impact from Airbnb.

All in all, hotel managers commonly do not feel the impact from Aribnb, based on the small market
share Airbnb has at this moment and the different customers Airbnb are targeting on. Only one
manager addressed that she would like to get to know more about Airbnb in case Airbnb become
her competitor in the market. But Airbnb China shows the potential to become a disrupter in the
market, according to the disruptive innovation theory. As the theory described that disruptive
innovation is a process, so it does not matter what the customer segments the potential disruptor is
targeting at this moment as a potential disruptor normally entering a market with targeting the lowend customers. So the incumbents often ignore them. And the ignorance of the incumbents is the
opportunity for potential disruptor to grow in the market. Once the potential disruptors climb up in
the market by improving their services and products, then the disruption starts, and at that moment
the incumbents will finally notice and take the disruptors as competitors, but normally at that time
the disruptors are too entrenched in the market for the incumbents to compete. Airbnb China can
follow the business model of disruptive innovation and improve its services for targeting the main
stream customers and competing with the hotels. According the business model of disruptive
innovation, Airbnb China has the potential to be a disruptor, a strong player in Beijing in the
accommodation sector. Although it takes times for Airbnb China to develop and gain its ground foot
in this market, as well as growing and improving its services, but as Airbnb China, so far, is likely
to become a potential disruptor. So even the hotels does not feel any threat from Airbnb China in
Beijing at this moment, but should always open their eyes on these potential disruptors in the
market.
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